
Staalmeester Brushes are a premium European brush that have been leading brush innovation 
for over 70 years. Designed specifically for todays environmentally friendly Low VOC; highly 
pigmented paints, and for this reason they make for th perfect match with Vintro Luxury 
Paints.

**IMPORTANT - DO NOT remove the strings at the base of the round and oval brushes. This 
specially glued string helps the brush keep its shape.**

GOOD STUFF TO KNOW:
• Designed in the Netherlands and manufactured in Italy, specifically for furniture and 

decorative painting 
• Soft and durable fibres with wear resistant synthetic filaments 
• INOX Stainless steel ferrule and a beechwood handle on many ranges provided for longevity 
• Minimises piling and brushstrokes in your paint 
• Excellent shape retention 
• Applies correct amount of paint with incredible coverage but also the least amount of 

paint, providing true overall ongoing value 
• Can be used with all water-based products 
• Easy to clean (self cleaning) 
• Makes painting fast, easy and beautiful every time 

Pointed Sash Brush 2022 
Great for cutting in edges and detailed painting, such as chair spindles and carving details, good to 
use damp. 100% synthetic fibre soft and supple 

Round Brush 2020 
Great all rounder for painting, minimises brush strokes and helps move paint around your piece 
easily, good to use damp. 100% synthetic fibre soft and supple 

Flat Brush 2023 
Provides for smooth flat finish using the same bristles as the 20xx series Pro hybrid. Perfectly 
designed to work with Vintro “No Seal” Chalk Paint for a super smooth Matt Finish. INOX ferrule. 

Natural bristle Brush 3060 
Provides for a great hand painted or textured finish. Great as a wax brush with a Nickel ferrule. 

Caring for your Staalmeester Brush general: 
Always wash out immediately in water and mild soaps if needed, try never to use alcohol based 
cleaners as the can damaged bristles. Inbetween coats you can put in a bag reduce air getting at 
paints.

2020/2022 Round series extra care notes:
Before painting for the first time, let your brush absorb some water before using it, so it gets the 
proper flex. Remove excess water by spinning the handle between your hands and it’s ready for 
use. 

While painting, re-wet the brush as necessary by positioning briefly in a jar of water or similar and 
then spin in hands to remove excess water. Keeping the brush damp will prevent paint from 
hardening on the bristles and help you minimise brush strokes and help move the paint around on 
your piece, with highly pigmented Chalk Paints of any piling occurs then you need to add water to 
allow the paint to flow more smoothly, this is more likely too happen on a second coat as the base 
will be a matt chalk finish. 

When you’re done painting give the brush a quick rinse to remove most of the paint. 
Sit your brush in a tub of water for about an hour and as the brush has self cleaning properties, 
almost all paint will have left the brush after this time.  Just rinse, spin out the remaining water 
and you’re ready to paint again or store the brush. For particularly laden brushes you may want to 
use a brush soap (olive) to help clean the brush thoroughly. 
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